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OUR MISSION

We seek to improve the health and 
well-being of Canadians by advancing 
policy that achieves positive, tangible 
environmental change.

OUR VISION

We aspire to be recognized as  
a leading source of information on 
environmental issues, to partner 
credibly with government and 
industry in developing environmental 
solutions, and to be a trusted voice 
on environmental policy.

OUR VALUES

Inclusive

We consider the interests of all those 
with a legitimate stake in an issue, 
and with them we seek opportunities 
to partner and to build coalitions of 
support for progressive policy.

Independent

In all business activities, we work 
to maintain our capacity to act 
independently in representing the 
needs of the general public.

non-partisan

We seek to work cooperatively with 
all levels of government and with all 
political parties to ensure that the 
environmental needs of current and 
future generations are addressed.

results-Oriented

We choose issues and engage in 
activities when we judge that we may 
reasonably expect tangible results 
that improve the environment from 
our participation.

Focused

We undertake activities that are 
fundamentally directed at supporting 
and enabling policy change.

Evidence-Based

We are led by science, basing our 
positions upon sound research 
and objective analysis, rather than 
ideological labels.

learning

We build our knowledge and 
capacity by constantly testing our 
assumptions and validating our 
impact by surveying our colleagues, 
by consulting experts and by 
maintaining an open mind when 
engaging stakeholders.

Innovative

We always seek new and effective 
means of achieving our mission, 
adapting our approach to advocacy as 
issues emerge and the market evolves. 

pollution probe is a Canadian charitable environmental organization that is a leading 
agent of change at the intersection of communities, health and environment.

Since 1969, we have been defining environmental problems through research, 
promoting understanding through education and pressing for practical solutions 
through advocacy.

ABOUT  
POLLUTION  
PROBE
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Board of Directors (as at March 2016)

CHAIr 

Christopher Hilkene   

DIrECTOrS

Casey Antolak

Jennifer Hooper  

Fiona Jones  

pierre Millette  

Sean Morley – Vice-Chair 

Sandra Odendahl  

John roberts

Staff (as at March 2016)

Steve McCauley – Acting Chief Executive Officer

Husam Mansour, p.Eng., pMp – Chief Operating Officer

noemie DeVuyst – project Manager

Melissa Deyoung, pMp – project Manager

Mariana Eret – research & project Assistant

Derek May – project Manager

Sid Markowski, CpA, CA – Finance Manager

Steven pacifico – Director, Energy Exchange

Tatiana Slobodcicov, CFrE – Annual giving Manager

Fern Tran – Office Manager

Katie Ungard – project Manager
Interns 2015–2016

noemie DeVuyst – research & project Assistant

Mariana Eret – research & project Assistant

yvonne Ho – research & project Assistant

BOARD  
OF DIRECTORS 
STAFF 
INTERNS
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MESSAGE FROM  
THE ACTING  
CHIEF EXECUTIVE  
OFFICER

The historic signing this past year of the international 
climate change agreement in paris and the subsequent 
launch of a national process to develop a framework 
on clean growth and climate change for Canada, has 
signaled that the environment has moved to the forefront 
of our country’s policy agenda. pollution probe’s team  
has worked with our partners to deliver important results 
in the 2015/16 fiscal year that have contributed to 
national, provincial and local actions to address climate 
change, and protect the health of Canadians and the 
quality of our environment. 

One of the most important opportunities to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and address climate change 
is through the  increased use of electric vehicles (EVs), 
and pollution probe’s transportation program has moved 
aggressively to support their advancement in Canada. 

Our action to address climate change this past year was 
not limited to EVs. pollution probe’s Healthy Commute 
Week challenged workplaces and individuals to find 
alternatives to single driving and take action to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

A key addition to pollution probe’s transportation program 
is the pathways Initiative, which identifies and promotes 
transportation pathways that will deliver deep reductions 
in greenhouse gases and promote economic growth, 
thereby contributing to national and provincial actions 
on climate. 

Energy Exchange, a key division of pollution probe, has 
had yet another successful year in advancing energy 
literacy in Canada to support a clean, rich, diversified 
and low-carbon economy.  A major accomplishment is 
an updated and expanded second edition of the popular 
primer on Energy Systems in Canada, which has been 
published and is available on request. 

Energy Exchange’s landmark international conference, 
Accelerate 2015, took place this past fall and welcomed 
nearly 100 participants representing 61 international 
and Canadian organizations, and included municipal, 
provincial and federal governments, industry, academia 
and most of Canada’s energy literacy providers. 

pollution probe’s Healthy Communities Campaign is 
a national public outreach and engagement initiative 
designed to raise awareness and understanding  
of the environmental factors that can contribute to 
improving human health. pollution probe-led initiatives 
during this past year have included the radon Action 
Challenge, and the EduTOX Video Challenge. 

So much was accomplished this past year – yet of course 
there are many challenges ahead as we move to address 
climate change and the other environmental issues that 
Canada faces. pollution probe is well positioned to work 
with our partners in contributing to the development  
of solutions to take on these environmental challenges, 
building on a strong foundation of success and world 
class expertise.

Steve McCauley 
Acting Chief Executive Officer
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2015

Reducing Coal Use In Energy-Intensive Industries 

last year, the government of Ontario revised its regulations related to reducing coal use in  
energy-intensive industries, such as cement, lime, and iron and steel. The changes to the 
regulations allow those industries to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by switching from  
coal and petroleum coke to alternative low-carbon fuels, including biomass and non-recyclable 
waste otherwise destined for landfills. Facilities seeking to take advantage of this switch will  
no longer need to obtain approval to operate as a waste disposal site, but they do still need to 
meet Ontario’s standards for air emissions and wastewater discharges. The regulations came  
into force on May 1, 2015. 

pollution probe participated in the expert stakeholder consultations with the government of 
Ontario on the development of the coal use reduction regulations and submitted a report  
on the proposed changes. The report was prepared by pollution probe in partnership with lafarge 
Canada and focused on lafarge‘s low-carbon fuels demonstration project in Bath, Ontario.      

APRIL  

Pollution Probe was 
invited to host an 
information booth to 
share sustainability best 
practices at CIBC Mellon’s 
Environmental Expo in 
Toronto on April 23, 2015.

Pollution Probe was 
invited to serve on the 
expert stakeholder group 
that advised the City  
of Toronto on its long 
Term Waste Strategy. The 
group met several times 
over the year to share 
its insights into possible 
improvements in efficiency 
and technology related 
to all aspects of Toronto’s 
waste management system.
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2015MAY  

Pollution Probe was invited to 
speak at the governor general‘s 
Canadian leadership Conference 
in Ottawa on May 24, 2015.

Children’s environmental health is 
the primary focus of Pollution Probe’s 
Human Health Program. 

Call to Reduce Children’s Exposures to Toxins in Child Care Settings  

The Canadian partnership for Children’s Health and Environment (CpCHE), of which pollution 
probe is a founding member, submitted its recommendations to the Ontario government 
on proposed regulations under the Child Care and Early years Act, 2014. The Act gives the 
Ministry of Education the authority to establish policies for the child care and early years  
sector. CpCHE urged the Ministry: 

••  to find ways to ensure that staff at all child care facilities receive education and practical 
guidance on measures to reduce toxic exposures in child care settings and encouragement  
to take progressive steps to reduce such exposures both for the children and for themselves

••  to pursue mandatory measures to ensure that all children in child care are protected from 
priority sources of toxic exposures. The measures recommended include radon testing; 
fragrance-free policies; policies to eliminate the microwaving of food and beverages in 
plastic, the use of antibacterial hand soaps, and car idling at pick-up and drop-off times;  
and guidance on selecting the least-toxic arts and crafts materials and cleaning products.

Energy Exchange, a division  
of Pollution Probe, was  
invited to speak on a panel at 
the York University Conference 
on Entrepreneurship and 
Sustainability on May 28, 2015. 
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2015JUNE  

Pollution Probe was invited to 
speak at the first annual national 
Energy roundtable in Toronto 
on June 2, 2015. The conference 
served as an occasion to discuss 
the strategies that are being 
implemented to define Canada’s 
place in the global energy mix and 
to review the opportunities and 
challenges that this presents on a 
national basis.

Pollution Probe was invited to 
participate in the Future of Energy 
Symposium hosted by the Oakville 
Chamber of Commerce and the 
professional Engineers of Ontario 
(pEO) Oakville Chapter on June 5, 
2015. The symposium focused on 
fossil fuels, alternate energy sources, 
nuclear power, and emerging issues 
related to energy. 

On June 8 and December 11, 2015, 
at the invitation of richmond green 
Secondary School in richmond 
Hill, Pollution Probe made a 
presentation to a social justice class 
to raise awareness about its work 
on preventing environmental crises 
caused by pollution.

Healthy Commute Week  

pollution probe’s week-long commuting event challenged workplaces and individuals 
to find alternatives to driving alone. From June 1 to 5, commuters from across 
Canada walked, carpooled, biked, and found other creative ways to switch up their 
commuting routines. By minimizing car travel, commuters were able to reduce their 
greenhouse gas emissions, save fuel, and become more active. Over the course 
of the week, 350 employees from 45 workplaces logged a total travel distance of 
53,127 kilometres. By choosing alternative modes of transportation, they collectively 
logged savings of 3,378 litres of fuel, avoiding 6,719 kilograms of CO

2 
emissions.
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Energy Exchange Magazine, Summer 2015 

Energy Exchange magazine is a biannual publication designed to ignite 
discussion on key energy issues, contributing to a deeper understanding  
of how our energy systems work. Each issue of the magazine is distributed  
to 125,000 subscribers of Canadian Geographic magazine as well as  
to members of the pollution probe community; it is also available online  
at www.energy-exchange.net.

This issue focuses on the role of vision in shaping Canada’s energy systems  
and our nation’s future. The articles draw on diverse perspectives to  
explore the visions of the influencers who are creating our energy future 
– people who are changing the energy landscape in Canada through 
work ranging from research on emissions-neutralizing algae to mobilizing 
geothermal for First nations community development. The issue also explores 
topics such as a national energy strategy, the challenges of energy in the far 
north, and community-level energy initiatives from across Canada.

The Summer 2015 issue of Energy Exchange 
magazine is all about vision. What are the  
big ideas shaping our energy future, and who is 
behind them?

Electric Mobility Adoption and Prediction Reports 

As electric vehicles (EVs) become increasingly prevalent, our patterns of electricity 
use – including the amount of electricity that we consume and when we consume 
it – will change significantly. These changes can create challenges for our 
electricity system, as well as tremendous opportunities for utility companies and 
the public that they serve.

pollution probe developed the Electric Mobility Adoption and prediction (EMAp) 
initiative as a predictive analytical tool to help utility companies prepare  
for the expected increase in demand for EV charging in their communities.  
The second phase of EMAp culminated in the publication of five reports  
covering nine cities – Ottawa; Hamilton and St. Catharines; london; Markham, 
richmond Hill and Vaughan; and Calgary and Edmonton. These reports  
present comprehensive strategies to enable and promote EV use in ways that 
reflect the consumer markets and local electricity systems of each city.

pollution probe applied its signature collaborative approach to this innovative 
initiative, working with utility companies, academic institutions, market research 
firms, local governments and citizens. By engaging this diverse array of expertise, 
pollution probe and its partnering utility companies were able to address the 
complexities of introducing EV technology into our daily lives.
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2015JULY–AUGUST  

Pollution Probe was invited 
to participate in the Climate 
Summit of the Americas, which 
drew more than 350 people 
from over 30 jurisdictions to 
Toronto from July 7 to 9, 2015. 
An action statement on climate 
change was signed by 23 
states and regions, collectively 
representing $5.6 trillion in gDp 
and 165.5 million people.

Energy Exchange

Energy Exchange, a division of pollution probe, sees energy literacy at the core of a sustainable 
future for Canada. The goal of Energy Exchange is to advance energy literacy in order to  
support a clean, rich, diversified and low-carbon economy and a vibrant and prosperous Canada. 
One of its key initiatives in the marketplace is to establish a credible and standardized measurement 
system to evaluate and quantify energy literacy levels among Canadians and to produce a mix of 
products and services tailored to the needs of its target audiences: energy influencers and decision 
makers, energy literacy providers, and energy engaged citizens. Another important initiative is  
the updated and expanded second edition of the popular Primer on Energy Systems in Canada, 
now completed and available on request. Energy Exchange is helping to improve the energy 
dialogue and decision-making capacity in Canada through its research and educational content.  
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2015SEPTEMBER

Pollution Probe was invited to 
participate in the Ontario regional 
Consultation & roundtable: transit 
innovation through industry-academic 
collaboration, held in london, 
Ontario on September 17, 2015.

Pollution Probe was invited 
to participate in a great 
lakes – St. lawrence Day 
teleconference in Ottawa on 
September 25, 2015.

Energy Exchange, a division 
of Pollution Probe, was 
invited to be a guest speaker 
and panelist at Towards 
a Canadian Energy and 
Environment Strategy, hosted 
by the Conference Board 
of Canada in Ottawa on 
September 23 and 24, 2015. 
Information was shared on 
how energy literacy can 
support a Canadian energy 
and environment strategy.

Accelerate 2015 – International Conference on Energy Literacy

On September 15 and 16, 2015, Accelerate 2015, Energy Exchange’s landmark international 
conference welcomed nearly 100 participants representing 61 organizations from across  
Canada, including municipal, provincial and federal governments, industry, academia and  
most of Canada’s energy literacy providers. The engaging sessions featured speakers from 
organizations in Canada, the US and the EU, as well as from international organizations, 
discussing nation building, citizen engagement and the role of energy literacy. presenting 
organizations included the US Department of Energy, the World Energy Council, the  
International Emissions Trading Association and the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise. 
The diversity of stakeholders represented by conference participants and speakers fostered  
a multidisciplinary dialogue on energy literacy. Together, the participants identified key 
priorities for energy literacy innovation in Canada, including key performance indicators for  
the sector, and began to build an international community of practice.     
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2015OCTOBER

Pollution Probe was invited 
to participate in the Energy 
leaders Sector Forum in 
Toronto on October 15, 
2015. The Forum focused 
on exploring the changes 
that are expected to occur 
in how consumers engage 
with energy and on helping 
to identify where innovation 
can promote meaningful 
change in the Ontario 
energy system to deliver 
benefits to consumers.

Pollution Probe shared 
information at great-West 
life’s Health & Wellness 
Fair in london, Ontario and 
Toronto on October 15 and 
22, 2015, during national 
Healthy Workplace Month. 

The 20/20 Catalyst program is a modern, interactive clean 
energy program designed to equip Aboriginal leaders with 
the skills and tools to enable their communities to partner 
on wind, solar, biomass, geothermal, hydro and community 
energy planning projects. Energy Exchange, a division of 
pollution probe, was selected to be the lead facilitator of 
this consultation in order to help inform strategic priorities 
for ]the program.  

We help Canadians connect environmental factors to human 
health and well-being.

Our new Healthy Communities Campaign helps communities 
turn knowledge about the connection between environmental 
factors and human health into action.

Healthy Communities Campaign

The Healthy Communities Campaign is a national  
public outreach and engagement initiative designed  
to raise awareness and understanding of the 
environmental factors that can contribute to improving 
human health. year one of the campaign aims  
to engage workplaces in on-the-ground initiatives 
providing a highly flexible, fun and rewarding 
experience. participants can take part in a pollution  
probe-led initiative or can develop their own activities. 
pollution  probe-led initiatives include the Healthy 
Commute Week, the radon Action Challenge, and 
the EduTOX Video Challenge. Workplace-led projects 
include an e-recycling challenge, a used clothing 
drive, and a campaign to reduce phantom energy use 
(electricity used by electronics in standby mode). 

In addition, a participating university, the University  
of Ontario Institute of Technology, has organized the 
We grow Trees Challenge, supporting staff as they 
grow trees from seeds to saplings, which will be planted 
on the campus in the spring. 

“ Public health and environmental stewardship are 
merging into a single focus,” said Paul Mahon, 
President and Chief Executive Officer of Great-West 
Life, Presenting Sponsor of the Campaign. “Our 
support for this initiative is a natural fit with our 
business activities and our values, and an important 
new way our organization and staff can contribute to 
healthy communities and well-being.” 

– Great-West Life news release, May 5, 2015 
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Radon Action Challenge 

The radon Action Challenge, created by pollution probe and the Canadian 
partnership for Children’s Health and the Environment, helps Canadians avoid 
lung cancer by promoting radon awareness and encouraging home and 
workplace testing. radon is a radioactive gas that cannot be seen or smelled, 
and it represents a serious health risk when released into enclosed spaces like 
homes and offices. This year the challenge surpassed its original registration 
target by 50%, with participants from seven provinces. participating 
organizations come from many sectors, including legal, financial, construction, 
health care, academia and IT. Among the notable organizations participating 
were great-West life, google Waterloo, Humber College, the University of 
Ottawa, the Ontario Energy Board and green living Enterprises.

2015NOVEMBER

Pollution Probe was invited to participate in the  
Future of nuclear 2015 conference in Toronto  
on november 10, 2015, to discuss and debate the  
issues most important to Canada’s nuclear energy 
industry: nuclear plant decommissioning, dealing  
with spent fuel, and education about the myths and 
realities of the health effects of radiation.

Pollution Probe co-hosted 
the visit of Carol M. Browner, 
former Director of the White 
House Office of Energy and 
Climate Change policy under 
president Obama, at the Empire 
Club of Canada in Toronto on 
november 12, 2015.

Pollution Probe was 
invited to participate 
in the IHS Oil Sands 
Dialogue workshop in 
Toronto on november 
18, 2015, to explore 
the demand for 
petroleum products as 
transportation fuels.

Energy Exchange, 
a division of pollution 
probe, was invited to 
lead a Climate Change 
pOWErlunch with 46 
members of staff from 
the Ontario Ministries of 
Energy and of Environment 
and Climate Change to 
discuss findings from 
Energy Exchange‘s national 
energy literacy survey and 
audience segmentation on 
november 13, 2015.   
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2015 Gala Dinner 

On november 17, 2015, more than 400 senior leaders from across Canada 
attended the pollution probe Annual gala in Toronto. The gala, entitled 
Committed to Community, celebrated community empowerment as the 
gateway to healthier living in a healthier environment.

The celebration started with the High gear Dialogue, a private, invitation-only 
lunchtime forum for approximately 30 of Canada’s political leaders, visionaries 
and corporate chiefs to engage in meaningful, free-flowing dialogue.

The highlight of the evening was a heartfelt and inspiring speech by  
Jaime rogers, Manager of Homeless and Housing Development for the 
Medicine Hat Community Housing Society, upon her acceptance of  
the 2015 pollution probe Award on behalf of Medicine Hat. Her story,  
and that of Medicine Hat’s journey to end homelessness, was met  
with a standing ovation.

“  Community builds a sense of belonging, that we  
are part of something bigger than ourselves. And 
how else will we ever tackle problems – like 
climate change, poverty, homelessness – that are 
bigger than any of us alone?” 

  – Bob Oliver, Pollution Probe

“   There is much yet to learn about the 
complex intersection of environmental 
factors and human health.” 

– Dave Johnston, Great-West Life

“   ... if our industry is not part of the solution, the 
solution will not include our industry.” 

– Lorraine Mitchelmore, Shell Canada
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presenting Sponsor

gold Sponsors

Friend Sponsors

Gala sponsors
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2015DECEMBER

Pollution Probe is a member of the 
Ontario power providers Working group 
on Electric Vehicles and has contributed 
to the development of a collective 
strategy and set of recommendations 
to integrate EVs into Ontario’s 
transportation and energy systems.

An Electric Vehicle Strategy for the City of Calgary

Building on the success of its Calgary and Edmonton Electric Mobility Adoption 
and prediction (EMAp) project for the Alberta utility EnMAX, pollution probe was 
contracted to develop a comprehensive electric vehicle (EV) deployment strategy for 
the City of Calgary. This project involved hosting an in-person stakeholder consultation, 
conducting one-on-one expert interviews, leading the development of an extensive  
air modelling report detailing the impacts of EVs on greenhouse gas and criteria  
air contaminant emissions in Alberta in the 2015 to 2040 time frame, and carrying 
out extensive secondary research on the full spectrum of challenges, opportunities, 
benefits, technical specifications, and consumer opinions related to EVs. The final report 
offered the City of Calgary 28 recommendations and a public EV charging station  
siting methodology to assist it in advancing EV adoption in the city and province.
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2016JANUARY

National Consultation on Nanomaterials

pollution probe and the Trottier Institute for Sustainability in Engineering and Design 
(TISED) co-hosted a national consultation on the implications of nanomaterials for 
human health and the environment. This two-day event called together academia, 
industry, government and civil society in a process of knowledge-sharing and needs 
assessment. The purpose of this workshop was to educate and to build capacity 
among pivotal groups on the subject of nanomaterials in the context of human 
health. Following the consultation, a report was released, synthesizing the exchange 
of ideas and perspectives through a policy lens, providing guidance, and identifying 
opportunities for those engaged in the evolving nanomaterials sector to coordinate 
and partner on future action.

Energy Exchange Magazine, Winter 2016 

The g7 nations have committed to zero-carbon intensity by 2100. The experts are 
optimistic we can get there. This issue of Energy Exchange magazine talks about how.

The Winter 2016 issue of Energy Exchange magazine focuses on energy and climate 
change, exploring key challenges and potential solutions. Articles explore energy 
and climate issues, with insightful perspectives, historical background and easy-
to-understand content. Inside this issue, a variety of stories and interviews provide 
perspectives and information on energy systems in Canada today. Energy Exchange 
magazine tells the human story of energy: how we produce it, how we use it and 
the role it plays in our lives.
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2016FEBRUARY

Pollution Probe and 
Energy Exchange were  
invited to facilitate a 
session at glOBE 2016: 
Business Innovation 
for the planet, north 
America’s largest 
and longest-running 
international conference 
series dedicated to 
business sustainability and 
innovation for the planet.

EduTOX Video Challenge 

The EduTOX Video Challenge, part of the Healthy Communities Campaign, was designed to 
give young people, ages 14 to 22, a voice to promote awareness and action on toxins. The 
challenge invited youth across Canada to make creative and compelling short videos focused 
on the links between human health, environmental health, and toxic substances. EduTOX was a 
partnered project of the Sandbox project, pollution probe, the Canadian partnership for Children’s 
Health and Environment (CpCHE), the David Suzuki Foundation, the new Brunswick lung 
Association, the University of Ontario Institute of Technology, the University of Ottawa, and the 
young Canadians roundtable on Health. The EduTOX Video Challenge was launched in January 
2016 and ran until March 28, 2016. The winners were announced in May 2016, and the winning 
videos were aired at the World’s largest Sandbox conference in Ottawa on June 8, 2016. 
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2016MARCH

Pollution Probe was the only 
environmental non-governmental 
organization (ngO) invited to attend 
Environment and Climate Change 
Canada’s pre-consultation session on 
phase 2 of the Heavy-Duty Vehicle 
and Engine greenhouse gas Emission 
regulations on March 3, 2016. The 
session was attended by a diverse 
array of public and private sector 
heavy-duty transportation stakeholders 
from across north America.

Pollution Probe participated in the 
University of Toronto’s Environmental Career 
Day on March 4, 2016, where examples 
of pollution probe’s projects and internship 
opportunities were shared.

Pollution Probe was invited to 
host a booth at york University’s 
annual Sustainability Fair in Toronto 
on March 18, 2016.

Energy Exchange, a division of pollution 
probe, was invited by the Canadian Energy 
research Institute (CErI) to sit on its expert 
panel, convened in Toronto on March 15, 
2016, on options for improving access to 
energy data, including the possibility of a 
national energy information organization. 

The Pathways Initiative Workshop

In Canada, the energy to move people and goods is almost exclusively provided 
by the combustion of fossil fuels. Commitments to decarbonize energy systems, 
therefore, face particular challenges in the transportation sector. The government of 
Ontario is making transportation energy use a priority in its climate change strategy. 
pollution probe believes that a credible, long-term vision of the pathways that can 
lead to deep decarbonization in transportation systems is needed to guide the 
near-term actions that we must collectively take, cutting across the interdependent 
domains of technology, infrastructure and human behaviour.

To address this crucial need, pollution probe launched the pathways Initiative, a 
stakeholder-driven, expert-informed approach to collaboratively mapping out the 
most promising measures for decarbonizing transportation in Ontario, with an 
eye towards capitalizing on the associated economic, employment and export 
development opportunities. The Initiative was launched on March 22, 2016, with 
a one-day workshop attended by over 80 key transportation stakeholders and 
internationally recognized experts. The workshop featured presentations and 
discussions on ten transportation modes or technologies that have the potential to 
significantly reduce gHg emissions in Ontario and across Canada. A summary report 
of the workshop has been published.
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peter Ellement & Sarah layton

robert C. & Catherine r. Elliott

paul E. Emond

Barry Endicott

linda Ervine

Colin Eyssen

Marilyn Faigan

James Bruce Falls

D. Eric Ferguson

Dr. Joseph l. Fernando

robert & Helga Ferrie

Henery l. Fineberg

Mary F. Finlay

Douglas Fish

Mrs. Dianne M. Fisher

John r. Flanagan

Harvey W. Ford

Bonnie l. Foster

Ellen Foulkes

lianne Friesen

Jean Fulton

Mr. robert J. Fulton

James Furlong

Mrs. Betty gaffney

Kay galbraith

peter A. galko

Steven gallinger

Cecilia A. gallivan

Maureen H. gans

DONOR 
RECOGNITION 

We thank our loyal individual donors who have continued to invest  
in the future of our planet for over 15 consecutive years. 

Individual Donors
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Mr. g. W. gardiner

Ann & paul W garrett

rosanne gasse

Barbara gibaut

William r. gibbon

Ann J. gibson

Sharon gilmour-glover

William glassman

Dr. John goodall

Mrs. Mary Ann F. goslin

patricia M. gouge

Kenneth W. gourlay

Jane E. graham

William & leanne gray

Terry gregg

pamela Margaret grigg

Sharon grossman

panagiotis grouios

geraldine gualandris

grant guevremont

Michael John Haiduk

David & linda Haist

graham Hall

Harry Hall

Fred Harris

ross E. Harris

J. V. Harrison

Cathy Hartley

Mr. James r. Hase

James Heifetz

Sharron Hembroff

gary B. Hemsley

Bibianne Madeleine Henry

patricia Henry

Mr. Herbert M. Herauf

Fred I. Herscovitch

Mr. Edward T. Hill

Sylvia M. Hinz

Andrew Hodgson

Jean Hodgson

nicolette Hodgson

Marian Hofmann

george O. Hollands

Jeanne Holmes & Sam Shaw

Fred W. Hooper

William Hopton

Virginia Hung

Julie l. Hunt

John Hunter

Frank & nancy Iacobucci

Andrea Jack

Christopher & Marilynne Jackson

Suzanne F. Jackson

William Jaffray

Clark & Joan Jamieson

Corine Jansonius

Kevan l. Jefferies

Vivien M. Jenkinson

Diane Johnson

Carolyn Johnston

Anne & John Jones

gareth Jones & Anita leon

Catherine E. Joyce

Eleanor Kaarsberg

gordon J. Katzman

patricia Kent

James & rita King

Basil D. Kingstone

Dennis & luba Klama

Martin Klein

Alexander Kraas

rob Krakauer

Marian E. Kramer

Sheila lacroix

Stephen M. lacusta

Wilma E. lambert

S. l. langan

John langner

Jonathan lapp

Michael & louise lawrie

Katherine le lievre  
   & Domenci Crolla

Barbara E. & Edgar W. lea

Alan leslie

linda librande

Wendy C. linton

Douglas A. & Anita long

Allan lourie

peter F. love

richard g. lucas

gary lusby

Ian Macdonald

peter Macdonald

rod MacFadyen

Carol MacFarlane

Kenneth A. MacKenzie

John E. Maclatchy

Evelyn Maclure

Steve Macphee

garth Magel

Terry & Joan Mandzy

randy Manning

norman F. Martin

Anne Massicotte

paula Masterson

geoffrey Matus

louise A. Mauffette-leenders

Tom r. Mayberry

Clare McCartney

Janice McDonald

pegasis p. Mcgauley

Hugh McKay

Elaine McKee

george McKibbon

John McKillop

Carolyn Mcleod

William C.  
   & rosemarie S. McMechan

Sybil E. Mcnichol

Wilhelm g. Mertens

Johanna Metcalf

Susan Middleton

Mr. Stanley Mikoliew

patricia Milne

rosalee Mitchell-Spohn  
   & r. Spohn

peter J. Mix

Barbara Moogk

Kathryn Morawetz

larry Moser

Julie Murphy

Marjorie Murray

Sandra nelles

Allan nevill

E. Alex newcombe

John E. nicholson

Colin nickerson

Jean nielsen-Jones

Mr. robert A. noble

Scott C. northey

Mary Oakley

Jennifer O’Brien

roberta O’Brien

Maureen O’Connor

Ken Ogilvie

Jean O’grady

gerald p. Olynyk

A. Omar & Maxine Harris

M. geraldine O’Meara

patricia A. Ono

Monika & peter pannozzo

Angela papandrea

Vivian parker

David parrott

Martha Mary parrott

Joseph & Kathryn pastor

gloria patterson

John g. payne

Bruce r. peachey

June I. peck

ruth pellmann

gail pencoff

Muriel pendergast

Frances perkins

rhona phillips Carniol  
  & Ben Carniol
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Albert & Margaret pietersma

Margaret Bluebell planck

Mr. philip playfair

John W. pond

Anne-Marie prendiville  
    & John gillies

Eleanor J. proctor

peter l.  
   & lynne M. Quattrociocchi

Marlene rain

Valeska C. ramsay

Margo ratsep

William W. reid

Caroline richard

Wayne richards

gail richardson

Mabel M. richardson

pat riva

Eileen E. robbins

Jane robinson

Trudy-lee rockel

lisa rogers

lynn ross

philip & Helene rudolph

Angela r. Salmon

A. Sangster

Margaret Sawicka

Susan Schneider

Barbara Schulman

J. Blair Seaborn

robert E. & Margaret Seal

raymond Seto

Susan Sheard

Mrs. patricia Sheehan

Cleve Sheffield

W. Sheppard

nigel Shipley

lorne Sinclair

Ted Slaman

Donna Slater

Dr. Stuart Smith

Jane Smith

paul Smith & nancy pearson

Mr. Frank l. Spain

Craig Spec

Marlene Spruyt

Kenneth Stevenson

Janet Still & Benedykt Syposz

Sandy Strachan

Silvia Strobl

A. Dean & lynda Summerville

Ingrid Takahashi

richard Tannis

Anna Maria Tata

Stan Taylor  
   & Kim McDonald-Taylor

r. Joy Thomas

Mary E. Thompson

lynn Thomson

Jane Thorson

Diane Thurlow

linda Tiley

Michael A. Tilka

gabriella E. Toth

Janet Townshend

Mary E. Trudelle

Tim & Donna l. Tufford

Katherine Turner

Irene Ty & lee Holland

Margaret Van de pitte

Anne Van Egmond

M. Evelyn Veale

Elizabeth Vernon

gary Vernon

E. Imogene Walker

Elizabeth B. Walker

Scott Walling

Wendy l. Walters

Mr. Michael J. Whalley

Jean & John Wheeler

Ellen & Bruce Whitehouse

Marilyn Wilcoxen

gwen Williams

Michael & Catherine Williams

Alan Wilson

gary & Judine Wilson

Mary Wilson

paula A. Wing

Kelle Winter-patterson

Miriam Wodlinger

Mrs. rosalee Wood

Anne Worley & piotr Czaykowski

gustave Joseph yaki

Dominique Zgarka

29 Anonymous Donors
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Sponsors and Major Supporters  
April 2015–March 2016

Accelerating Sustainability Event 
Management Inc.

William E. & Karen Barnett

Bechtel

Bentall Kennedy (Canada) lp

BMO Financial group

Bruce power

Sherry E. Brydson

Bullfrog power Inc.

CAA South Central Ontario

Canadian Association of petroleum 
producers

Canadian Energy pipeline Association

Canadian Fuels Association

Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers’  
Association

Capital power

Cement Association of Canada

Chemistry Industry Association of 
Canada

City of Calgary

Cn

Covanta Durham york renewable 
Energy lp

Crosslinx Transit Solutions

CSA group

The Delphi group

Devon Canada Corporation

peter Ellement & Sarah layton

Ellington real Estate ltd.

EllisDon Corporation

S. Kevin Empey

Environics Analytics

Environment Canada

rosanne gasse

John A. gingrich

goodman Sustainability group Inc.

Donna M. gordon

John A. g. & Judith grant

great-West life Assurance Company

Scott M. Hand

Hatch Mott MacDonald

Health Canada

The Henry and Berenice Kaufmann 
Foundation

Marian Hofmann

Francis Hogan

J. Holway

John Hunter

IAMgOlD Corporation

IBI group

Imperial Oil Foundation

Audrey Kenny

lafarge Canada

lEA Consulting ltd.

pamela light

nora long

peter F. love

peter Macdonald

gail Macnaughton

george Matheson

Mathews, Dinsdale & Clark llp

Ontario Ministry of the Environment 
and Climate Change

MMM group limited

Morrison Hershfield group Inc.

natural resources Canada

nuclear Waste Management 
Organization

robert Oliver & linda Klaamas

robert J.D. page

parsons Corporation

power Workers’ Union

powerStream Inc.

The railway Association of Canada

rBC Financial group

John roberts

prof. Christopher robinson

lisa rogers

rupen Seoni

Shell Canada limited

Sir Joseph Flavelle Foundation

The Sisters of St. Joseph of the 
Diocese of london

Sean Smillie

Dean & lynda Summerville

Suncor Energy Foundation

Suncor Energy Inc.

Teknion Corporation

Temple Scott Associates Inc.

Tom Thomas

TransCanada Corporation

Union gas limited

Brenda Welch

georgina E. Wilcock

5 Anonymous Donors
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FINANCIAL  
INFORMATION

The presentation of the fiscal 2015/2016 
Condensed Statement of Financial position 
and Condensed Statement of Operations 
is derived from the Audited Statements of 
the pollution probe Foundation, as audited 
by grant Thornton llp. 

Complete audited financial statements, 
including related notes to the  
financial statements, are available  
from pollution probe.

2016 2015

$ $

Assets

Current 753,936 1,589,203

Capital 31,297 41,174

785,233 1,630,377

Liabilities

  Current liabilities including 
deferred contributions

660,554 1,518,330

Net assets

 Invested in capital assets  31,297 41,174

 Unrestricted  33,382  20,873

Reserve fund 60,000                    50,000   

785,233 1,630,377

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS 
year ended March 31, 2016

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

as at March 31, 2016

2016 2015

$ $

Revenues

Program contributions 1,519,436 1,923,574

Donations 591,614 711,300

Total revenue 2,111,050 2,634,874

Total expenses 2,098,418 2,411,002

Excess of revenues over expenses 12,632 223,872
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SUPPORT POLLUTION PROBE

By giving your financial support to pollution 
probe, you join thousands of committed 
Canadians who are helping to ensure that 
clean air and clean water remain high  
on the national agenda. 

Join the Environmental Protection  
Team by making pre-authorized  
monthly contributions to provide ongoing 
financial support. 

Make a Single Donation to help  
pollution probe achieve positive and  
tangible environmental change.

Donate in Someone’s Name to celebrate  
a special occasion or to honour the memory 
of a special person.

Preserve the Future by including the 
pollution probe Foundation in your Will. 

Give a Gift of Securities and pay no  
capital gains tax. Securities must be 
transferred, not first cashed in, to be 
eligible for this tax benefit.

you can maximize your philanthropic 
contributions to pollution probe  
if your employer offers a Matching  
Gift Program.

DONATE A CAR CANADA accepts  
vehicle donations for pollution probe. 
Donate your old car and we  
will gratefully send you a tax receipt.

SUPPORT  
POLLUTION  
PROBE  
TODAY! 

Email:  

donations@pollutionprobe.org  

Telephone:  

416.926.1907 x 247  

Toll free:  

1.877.926.1907 x 247  

Fax:  

416.926.1601

Website: 

www.pollutionprobe.org/donation



150 Ferrand Drive, Suite 208
Toronto, Ontario M3C 3E5

Tel: 416.926.1907
Fax: 416.926.1601
Toll Free: 1.877.926.1907

Email: pprobe@pollutionprobe.org
Web: www.pollutionprobe.org

Our charitable registration number is 
10809 2701 rr0001.


